Figure 7:
Comparing health care when s=0 (solid lines) and s=1 (dotted lines). Soft advice has a 1/2 chance to cause harm (-1), 1/4 chance to be ignored, and a 1/4 change to benefit the practice. . Soft advice has a 2/3 chance to cause harm (-1), 1/6 chance to be ignored, and a 1/6 change to benefit the practice.
In Model 6 there is an equal probability that soft advice helps, hinders, or does not affect the questioned practice. Here we consider how the likelihood of harmful advice affects the utility of soft advice. In Figure 7 and Figure 8 , different probabilities for harmful advice are compared to an institution which does not permit advice.
In Figure 7 , when an individual softly advises, there is a 50% chance the advice will result in harmful practice (i.e. a practice with a value of -1). There is both a 25% chance the advice will result in a good practice or will not alter the practice. The result is significantly different from Model 6 where the probability of each result is equally likely. When there is a 39% or 76% chance of whistleblowing, softly advising (s=1; dotted line) initially performs worse than an institution without soft advice (s=0; solid line). However, eventually there is a period where softly advising approximates an institution without soft advice. In institutions with no whistleblowing (w=0), soft advice initially performs worse, but eventually helps patient care.
In Figure 8 there is a 2/3 chance soft advice will prove harmful. There is a 1/6 chance that the advice will augment or not affect the practice. Again, the results are in stark contrast to both Model 6 and Figure 7 . There is no point where softly advising outperforms an institution where soft advice is prohibited. It is consistently harmful to advice peers without formal reviews.
While Model 6 illustrates that soft advice can augment formal reviews even when there is a high chance the advice will harm practice, this analysis demonstrates that there are limits beyond which soft advice may hinder patient care. Depending on the average quality of the advice, patient care may be augmented (Figure 6 ), harmed (Figure 8) , or a mixture of the two (Figure 7 ).
